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Abstract 

In this manuscript, we investigate the ternary Diophantine equation in place of inestimable 

elliptic cone specified by 
222 119 zyx   is analyzed for its non-zero distinctive integer points 

lying on it. Barely some dissimilar patterns of integer points gratifying the cone in deliberation 

are obtained. 

I. Introduction 

The theory of numbers has always occupied a unique position in the 

world of mathematics. This is due to the unquestioned historical importance 

of the subject: it is one of the few disciplines having demonstrable results 

that predate the very idea of a university or an academy. Nearly every 

century since classical antiquity has witnessed new and fascinating 

discoveries relating to the properties of numbers; and, at some point in their 

careers, most of the great masters of the mathematical sciences have 

contributed to this body of knowledge. 

The Pythagoreans believed that the key to an explanation of the universe 

lay in number and form, their general thesis is that “Everything is number”. 

(By number, they meant, of course, a positive integer). For a rational 
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understanding of nature, they considered it sufficient to analyze the 

properties of certain numbers. Pythagoras himself, we are old “seems to have 

attached supreme importance to the study of arithmetic, which he advanced 

and took out of the realm of commercial utility.” 

Number theory is closely tied to the other areas of mathematics, most 

especially to abstract algebra, but also to linear algebra, combinatory, 

analysis, geometry, and even topology. 

In this manuscript, the ternary quadratic Diophantine Equation

222 119 zyx   is analyzed for a variety of patterns of integer solutions.  

Pictorial representation of the equation: 

 

II. Method of Analysis 

The quadratic Diophantine equation with three unknowns to be solved is  

.119 222 zyx   (1) 

We present below different patterns of integral solutions of (1): 

Pattern 1. 

Think about (1) as 

 222 311 yzx   (2)  
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The solutions are originated to be 

2211 nmx   

22113 nmy   

.2mnz   

Given that our attention centers on discovery integral solutions, substitute m 

by M3  and n by N3  in the on top of equations. Accordingly, the consequent 

solutions to (1) are specified by 

 222 113 NMx   

 22113 NMy   

 .232 MNz   

Pattern 2. 

Think about (1) as: 

222 119 zyx   (3) 

which can be on paper in the appearance of the quotient as 

  .0,
311
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Expressing this as a structure of immediate equations 

0113  pzqyqx  (4) 

03  qzpypx  (5) 

and solving (4) and (5) we search out 

 22 333 qpx   

22 11pqy   

.6pqz   

Pattern 3. 

Equation (3) can also be on paper as: 
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Going on as above, we get hold of 

 22 333 qpx   

22 11qpy   

.6pqz   

Pattern 4. Regard as equation (1) as 

222 911 yzx   (6) 

Take for granted y like 

22 11bay   (7) 

Inscribe 9 seeing that 

22 119 qp   (8) 

here the on top of equation 

    .11911
22222 bazx   (9) 

In an examination of (7) and (8), (9) is a factorizable structure at the 

same time as 

       22
111191111 babazxzx   

Characterize 

    .111111
2

baqpzx   

Equating the rational and irrational parts, we acquire 

    .311,3311 2222 abpbaqzabqbapx   (10) 

Thus, (7) and (10) stand for the common answer of (1). 

In the direction of locating the value of qp,  we carry on as follows: 

Let  00, qp  be the preliminary key of .911 22  qp  
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Employing the linear conversion hqqhpp 3,10 00   frequently, 

the supplementary principles of p and q agreeable the equation (8) are 

specified by 

.19960,660199 0000 qpqqpp   

A hardly any arithmetical examples are obtainable below: 

 Algebraic appearance 

used for 

Solutions 

Case I   11930   

 11930   

  abbax 1981130 22   

22 11bay   

  abbaz 60119 22   

Case II   11180597   

 11180597   

  abbax 396011597 22   

22 11bay   

 22 111801194 baabz   

Case III  11359111910   

 11359111910   

  abbax 790021111910 22   

22 11bay   

 22 11359123820 baabz   

Case IV  1171640237603   

 1171640237603   

 22 11237603 bax   

22 111576080 bayab   

 22 1171640475206 baabz   

III. Conclusion 

The ternary quadratic Diophantine Equations are well-off within 

multiplicity, solitary possibly determination look for additional choices of 

Diophantine Equations to locate their parallel integer solutions. 
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